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The Walmart Erin Mills Supercenter lineup to get in Sunday, April 5, 2020 at 3 P.M. in the
afternoon. Weather - sunny and around 12 decrees C. Ah, but Costo is much the same. 

At this particular Walmart at this particular time, they are letting one person in every 90 seconds
(timed by watch),  even if they arrive together as a couple. And, there are 44 people in the lineup
waiting to get in. This makes a 66 minute wait to get in to shop. This type of a wait will lead 
hoarding. This excessive wait time needs fixing. Lets get accurate statistics and be prepared. We
need laws preventing lineups longer than five minutes at any location in our country. People can
bundle up winter and summer for a five minute wait, no longer than that.

• We need laws forcing banks to lend money at 0% interest and also preventing banks from
claiming government assistance in pandemics for income loss. 

• We need laws forcing highly paid CEO’s to foot the bill for country recovery from
pandemic shutdowns whether they are foreignly owned or not. It is time for
THEM to step up.

• We need laws preventing foreign companies, functioning in Canada, from claiming
government assistance for losses during pandemic shut downs. Sorry, but the
global economy will have to wait during pandemics. Politicians: “Make it so.”

• Laws preferencing healthcare workers over the general public for obtaining PPE, are
draconian in nature. The solution is to be prepared, not anything else. We believe
in capitalism, yes, but, but, but, when you remove people’s livelihood then
something is going to break. People want to protect themselves. We should be
supplying our own PPE’s because we are the only ones we can depend on in a
crisis and this sure is a crisis.

All pandemic safety equipment including PPE’s
should be produced in Canada and nowhere else.

Lets not have politicians passing the buck onto previous administrations please. Just get it fixed.
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Here Is a More Rounded Set of New Laws Needed.
Please note these are aimed at both Provincial and Federal politicians.

New Laws Needed in a Pandemic Shutdown
1. During a pandemic Shutdown banks must be forced to lend money to individuals and

businesses hurt financially by the shutdown, at 0% (Zero percent) interest rates to
be paid back over a five-year period. Yes, this will need FLESHING OUT. We
know that. That is the politician’s job, ah, that fleshing out thingy.

2. Banks should be prevented from claiming government subsidies or payouts of any kind to
compensate them for losses during a pandemic shut down. Banks must be
prevented from raising fees to compensate for pandemic losses. They are the ones
who must ‘bite-the-bullet’ in times of pandemics like everyone else.

3. We want all business to be prevented from causing lineups longer than five minutes to get
into their stores. No exceptions. How about people double masked with both an
N95 and a surgical mask over top, be allowed into stores immediately. Ahhh, this
would be for the next outbreak because someone already messed up this one by
not being prepared.

4. Stores selling face mask respirators must enforce a four per person maximum purchase per
week. Yes, review the number on this. If a person either: 

a. Goes into a store every day for the same PPE  (Personal Protection Equipment)
purchase or, 

b. Is proven to go to multiple stores for the same PPE purchase or,
c. Arranges multiple people to buy PPE’s respirators etc. for them: then they should

be penalized financially in some fashion that recovers all their resell profit
plus a reverse incentive penalty. 

d. We don’t want people buying our masks or other PPE, and shipping them out of
country now do we? Well lets stop all that.

5. Laws preferencing health care workers for obtaining PPE over the general pubic is
draconian in nature. The solution is to be prepared, not anything else. 

6. When the Federal government calls a lock-down/self-isolate/business-closing policy then
all Provincial governments and Territories must follow suit.

7. Any shutdown by any other name should be deemed a lock-down.
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8. Canada must order that ALL safety equipment for health care personnel and allied health
workers recruited in an emergency, must be produced within Canada’s borders.
We see that the USA will not be of help to Canadians and thus, cannot be
depended upon in times of crisis, now or at any time in the future. We need to be
able to depend on ourselves.

9. All PPE and hospital pandemic equipment needs should be distributed to the country
evenly based on population counts in each Province and Territory.

10. Insist that all foreign companies look to their own governments (foreign to Canada), for
financial help. This is especially so when their CEO’s and upper management are
foreign and take their salaries and/or profits out of Canada. 

11. Companies that take profits out of Canada should not be allowed to apply for Canadian
governmental help in pandemics. A lock-down should also lock-down their money
as well. Letting these companies get government money and then take that money
out of Canada is like shooting ourselves in the foot. Why would we do that?

12. Equal is fair. Should a foreign government, with companies in Canada, prevent profits
from their own country from leaving their country, then Canada should reciprocate
with those foreign companies in Canada. We have a world economy now so we
should all be playing ball with the same rules.

This list needs to be added to. For instance should people be encouraged more aggressively to get
fit and stay fit by reducing their Wellness Risk? If you don’t know your Wellness Risk numbers
then it is difficult to make a Wellness Risk Management Action Plan for yourself.

Do you have a suggestion to add? Send it in. One major question is “Who should bear the cost in
a Lock-down?” The Poor? The middle class? The moderately wealthy? The VERY wealthy? How
about the VERY Wealthy? 

It is time now for the little people to speak up. If you don’t speak up then it means you agree that
YOU should pay the costs, both now, and in future taxes. Ah, yes, those future taxes. Banks and
the supper rich will not be tapped for those taxes you can bank on that. (Pun intended.) Get back
to us. Speak your mind.  Get back to us with the Subject line. 

SPEAK YOUR MIND, PANDEMIC RULES
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